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INTRODUCTION 

Initiation of explosives via impact of projectiles or shaped charge jets has been 
actively discussed in numerous papers lately. The suggested criteria for initiation is that 
the projectile velocity squared times its diameter is a constant dependent only on the 
explosive. Chick (ref 1) has shown that, besides the impact shock, the flow field about a 
projectile passing through the explosive can also initiate detonation. If V P is the pene-

tration velocity, Chick suggests that V~d (d=projectile diameter) is constant for this 

mechanism, although the constant is different than for impact initiation. Usually this 
bow shock initiation situation occurs because a sufficiently thick cover is on the ex
plosive, which absorbs the impact shock. However, very small jets do not produce 
impact shock initiation on bare explosive, but do cause bow shock initiation. The V~d 

value for this process is again different from both of the above values. In addition, data 

from reference 2 shows that there is a significant effect on V2d from the shape of the tip 
of the projectile. This shape effect was also clearly recognized by Roslund et al. (ref 3) 
in their experiments with pointed rods. It is generally accepted that impact initiation is 
primarily dependent on pressure and pulse duration. The goal of this report is to relate 
various results reported in the literature to each other by examining pressure, duration, 
and other parameters of the collision. 

Characterizing the Flow Caused by Impact and Penetration 

A means of estimating pressures, durations, etc. from the impact of projectiles is 
needed. Mader et al. (ref 4) has published a set of calculations of rod impacts and steel 
ball impacts on several materials. It is useful to look at these results and how they 
compare with the usual estimating formulas for important quantities. This is shown in 
table 1 and discussed below: 

(P sc/P H) is the ratio of the maximum centerline pressure from the computer 

computation compared to the value obtained by matching Hugoniots. The ratio is 
usually close to 1.0 except for water and the Comp B computation. This probably 
implies Mader et al. use different material values for water and Comp B; the values 
used here were taken from reference 5. The Hugoniot matching should be exact. 

(Psta/5r1V /) is the ratio of stagnation pressure to dynamic pressure. Here 

penetration velocity is V as calculated from p 
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(incompressible hydrodynamic value). Table 1, column 5 shows this to be about the 
correct value, except at low velocities impacting reactive Comp B. The reaction and 
resulting pressure increase slows the penetration. The flat nosed rods thus have a 
maximum pressure coefficient of about 1.0. A problem with the ball computer calcula
tion is that it gives V too high compared to experiment. 

p 

(ti(R/S)) is the duration of the impact pressure divided by the characteristic 
impact time. The signal speed of the relief wave behind the shock is being ap
proximated ·by the shock speed. This approximation is justified by Jacob's formula for 
sound speed, viz 

c u[ u] s=1+s b-1-bs 

where b is from the Hugoniot, S =a+ bu, and cis the speed of the head of relief wave. 
For all situations to be examined herein, c/S = 1 ± 0.1, so c "" S. The results sh1ow 
duration of the impact pressure is fairly well characterized by assuming the expansion 
propagates at the shock speed in the target or rod, whichever is larger. At higher 
impact velocities, the shock speed in the target should be used. The calculation for 
unreactive Comp B does not fit as well as the others; but, using the shock speed in the 
target is superior. 

(P cf5r
1
V P 

2
) is the ratio of detonation pressure to stagnation pressure, which 

indicates when reaction can be expected to have a noticeable effect on the penetration 
velocity. 

{Ui /U ) is the ratio of the interface velocity just after collision as computed and 
C IH 

as calculated from Hugoniot matching. As it should be, it is always close to 1 .0. 

{V IV ) is the ratio of computer calculated penetration velocity to the incom-
Pc Phy 

pressible hydrodynamic penetration velocity. It is close to 1.0 except in the case wh,ere 
reaction is occurring in the PBX 9404. 

As a general observation, table 1 suggests that it is reasonable to assume the 
characteristic parameters associated with impact are: 

p = p 
s H 

1 2 
p stag = 2 r, v p 
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with 
R 

t -~-
impact - 0target 

unless S. 
1 

is larger. 
1mpac or 

ANALYSIS OF PBX 9404 DATA 

Data on rod impact of bare PBX 9404 are reviewed in table 2. Various 
parameters, which have been suggested as correlating parameters, are computed and 
listed in the table. The work done on the explosive during impact is approximately 
proportional to P sUit, which has been suggested as a correlation parameter as well as 

the obsequious V2d parameter. In addition, the run to detonation at pressure P s is 

given (relative to the rod diameter) as d/X , and the ratio of rod diameter to critical run 

diameter is listed as d/d .
1
• 

en 

The data from reference 2 are go points used to define a threshold curve. For the 

flat faced rods, there is not much to choose from between P sUit and V
2
d as a correlation 

parameter. Note, they are not equivalent here, because tis sometimes defined in terms 
of target rather than impactor. If S. 

1 
were always used, then they would always be 1mpac or 

equivalent. Note that the ratio of rod diameter to the run-to-detonation (X ) at the 
run 

impact pressure is as steady as the P 
8
Uit or V2d. The round nose rods require higher 

velocities for initiation. Thus V2d is about four times that for flat faced rods. The V2d for 
a steel ball and for a shaped charge jet is close to that of the round nosed rods. Appar
ently this jet acted like the round nosed rods, not flat faced rods. 

Mader and Plimbly (ref 6) modeled flat rod impact for copper, aluminum, and 
water. The copper calculations give a V2d comparable with the round nosed value from 
experiment. The aluminum and water rods give high values. When adjusted by multi-

plying by rod density, viz, rV2d (table 2, col. 20), the results fall somewhat in line. 
Calculations assuming aluminum and water jets, needed high impact pressures for 
detonation. The values of P sUit for these higher pressure calculations are significantly 

larger than seen in the experimental values listed in the table, and the aluminum and 
water calculations give very nearly the same high P sUit value. If the extrapolated 

values for X can be trusted, these higher pressure calculations give a (d/X ) which is 
run run 
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also significantly higher than found elsewhere and not too consistent between aluminum 
and water. The aluminum calculations appear to need higher impact pressures than 
water, and much higher than copper, to effect detonation. 

Some of the apparent differences between flat nosed and round nosed can be 
understood from simple geometrical considerations. The contact point (fig. 1) moves 
radially with speed = V/(tan b) where b measures the azimuth. At first contact, this is 
enormously fast compared to the shock speed in the explosive, so it resembles planar 
impact. However, the contact point speed drops quickly and falls below the shock 
speed at time t1 = (RIV)(1 -cos b*), where b* = arctan(V/S ), if deformation of the rod 

target 

is neglected. At this time, the shock effectively knows the front of the rod is rouncled, 
and expansion will begin to proceed towards the centerline. The time for expansion to 
affect the centerline is thus approximately given by 

t = R /S + t total eq target 1 

where 

R = R sin b*. 
eq 

A similar treatment is given by Ferm and Ramsay (ref 7). When t
1
otal is used for P sUit, 

the results for the round nosed rods are closer to the P 
8
Uit for the flat nosed, but about 

40 to 50% larger. However, V2d is similar to the values for flat nosed and so is 
eq 

(deiXruJ The steel ball result of Rice and the jet result of Campbell are closer to the 

flat rod results when corrected for their round nose geometry. Thus d IX for the 2.2 
eq run 

km/s flat rod compares within 4% to the 2.83 km/s corrected jet while the ball has a 
value within 10% of that of the flat rod at about the same velocity. 

Some results of computer simulations of both flat and round nosed rods with a 
code which used a form of the LLL ignition and growth burn law are presented in refer
ence 2. The authors state that good agreement occurred for the flat nosed rods with fair 
agreement for the round nosed rods. They mention that the flat nosed simulations drift 
towards higher threshold velocities than obtained from experiments as the projectile 
diameter decreases. This means the PBX 9404 is really more sensitive than indicated 
by the calculations for diameters less than 4 mm. The author's comments concerning 
the round nosed bare charge calculations seem unwarranted. Their figure 6 (ref 2), 
which they use to compare their data with computer results appears to have the ex
perimental curve improperly located. If the computer results are plotted on figure 3b, 
reference 2, which seems to be correct, the computer results look better, with only a 
slight oversensitivity for the calculation at large rod diameter. No computer calculations 
for round nosed rods are presented at smaller diameters (less than 4 mm). Their 
simulations seem to agree with experiments at larger rod diameters. An interesting 
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observation along these lines, is that (d /X ) for the fastest flat and round nose rods 
eq run 

as well as Campbell's shaped charge results are somewhat higher than the general 
value. These three cases have V ~ 2. Thus the data regime where the computer 
simulation appears to be failing does seem to have some different characteristic. What 
meaning can be attached to this observation is unknown. 

ANALYSIS OF COMP B DATA 

Comp B data are not so consistent, at least when compared between authors. 
Compiled Comp B data is shown in table 3. Note that not all the Comp B's are exactly 
the same, and the correct Hugoniots and pop plots for each type were not available. 
The relationships used to generate derived values are indicated. 

Held's original data (ref 8), which first suggested the V2d =constant criterion would 

work with shaped charges, are shown in table 3. Here, V2d is especially steady as 
diameter varies. (d/X ) is not quite as steady, although not too bad, while P

8
U.t does run 1 

not work. However, Held's value for V2d is unusually small compared to later research
ers and his value of (d/X ) is very small. 

run 

Moulard's data (ref 9) includes an aluminum rod. Obviously, P 
8

U;t does not 

correlate his results. The V 
2
d does better, but still is not so good. Mader and Plimbly's 

suggestion for using r (density) to adjust between aluminum and steel rods, does not 
help much. However, (d/X ) is fairly steady for all data. In fact, if the smallest rod is 

run 

excepted, (d/X ) is very steady. 
run 

Roslund quotes a threshold value for Comp B which has V
2
d and d/X somewhat 

run 

smaller than Moulard's. Mader and Plimbley (ref 6) reference a value V2d = 29 for 
Comp B obtained by Campbell. Assuming Campbell used a 2 mm jet (as he did forPBX 
9404) then conditions are as listed in table 3. It was found that with the PBX 9404 data 
that Campbell's jets behaved like round nosed rods. When the shape correction is 
made, Campbell's result is somewhat in agreement with other data and agrees well with 
Roslund's value. It is noteworthy that the difference in impact pressure for these two 
cases is a factor of 7.5. In fact, the jet impact pressure is above P cJ for Comp B. 
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Chick et al. (ref 1) was the first to show two possible initiation mechanisms exist. If 
the impact shock is eliminated by easing the shaped charge jet into the explosive (or by 
a very small jet) initiation can still be caused by the flow around the tip of the jet pene
tration cavity, which is larger than the jet itself. Chick's bare charge result, which used a 
nominal 1.5 mm-diameter jet, seems to indicate the impact pressure needs to be sig
nificantly above P CJ for initiation. At a just slightly smaller diameter, Held lists a thresh-

old pressure less than P cJ· There is some disagreement here. The V2d for Chick's data 

is in line with Moulard's data for flat rods. Remember, Campbell's data agreed with 
round nose rods. If the correction for the rounded nose effect is applied to Chick's 

result, the V
2
d agrees with the uncorrected V2d of Held. Once again, a confusing 

eq 

state of affairs. Some conditions in the bow wave flow field about Chick's jets, which 
initiated via this mechanism, are given. The very small jet hit bare explosive, but the 
impact shock failed to initiate it. The pressure in this impact appears to be enormous, 
and other parameters are as large as would produce impact initiation for a larger jet, 
with the exception of the duration. This duration is probably less than the time required 
for Camp B to pass through its reaction zone in a propagating detonation (about 0.02 
msec). In addition, the ratio d/d .

1 
is quite small for this jet. en 

Threshold parameters for covered Camp B using copper and aluminum jets are 
given in reference 10. Upon examination of the bow shock parameters, it is seen that 
the largest jet has a fairly low penetration velocity, probably, at best, transonic. Chick et 
al. (ref 11) have presented results showing the velocity needs to be at least sonic to 
effect detonation. The calculated pressure associated with some of these bow shocks 
is very low. However, shock pressure values calculated here are much lower than 
those previously published by Chick et al. (ref 11 ). The reason for this discrepancy is 
due to different sources for constants in the shock Hugoniots. At present there is no 
way of knowing if either set of constants are appropriate for Chick's Camp B, so a 
preference cannot be made. The time which material spends in the subsonic "bubble" 
between the shock and the front of the jet can be estimated by (R/Ubow). Note that Ubow 

and V are not too different, since the bow shock is not very strong. Work done on a p 

Particle of explosive as it flows through this bubble is of order P 
1 

V (R/Ub ) and this 
Sag p OW 

quantity is listed in table 3. It has a similar magnitude and variation as P 8 Uit for 

Moulard's impact data. The parameter V~ d does not correlate the data very well. Both 
fr V2

P d and d/X , with X based on P , have less variation, but are not very good 
run run stag 

either. The values for d/X are small for this bow shock case. Actually, "d" should be 
run 

the diameter of the penetration cavity rather than the jet diameter used in the table, 
because the characteristic length for the flow field in the target really depends on the 
shape of the penetrating cavity. If the values in the table, about 0.3, are assumed to 
agree with Roslund's value, 1.16, it infers that the penetration cavity diameter is almost 
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four times the jet diameter. Mader et al.'s calculations for penetration into PBX 9404 
show the penetration cavity may indeed be about this size. Metal rods impacting metal 
targets typically give ratios of cavity radius to rod radius of between 3.5 and 4.2. A 
model for crater formation by jet impact (ref 12) gives 

Rcavity .... ~ V 
~ =-\f2l 

I 1+k~ 

which basically is the statement of the well known fact that R .ty/R. 
1 

is proportional to 
cav1 1e 

the square root of jet energy. If a value for the strength, f, of Camp B were available, 
then the size of the penetration cavity could be calculated. In any case, it seems prob
able that the cavity is large enough that both the impact shock case and the bow shock 
case have nearly the same value of d/X to achieve initiation. run 

Huang et al. (ref 13) carried out 2DE computer calculations (essentially like Mader 
and Plimbly's) using the Forest Fire burn rate law. For the calculations, (d/Xrun) is 

constant as might be expected, since Forest Fire is strictly pressure dependent. The 

value of V
2
d varies monatonically with velocity. However, the results give threshold 

velocities somewhat lower than Moulard obtained using flat rods of the same diameter 
as assumed in the calculations. 

Pointed tips on Roslund et al. rods produce very large increases in velocity over 
the value for a flat nosed rod. This seems likely to be a result of reduced shock pres
sure in the Camp Bas will be quantitatively shown below. 

First, it is important to define an effectively flat nosed rod. By appealing to the 
considerations used to correlate round nosed rods to flat nosed, if the half cone angle is 
larger than B* = arctan(S

1 1/V), then the point of contact moves faster than the shock 
arge 

region can expand, and the point does not affect the pressures obtained. However, if B 
< B *,then the one dimensional impact pressure will never be obtained, and much lower 
shock strengths in the Camp B result. The critical angle will always be quite large, and 
serves to define a flat rod for impact purposes. The 60 degree angle used by Roslund 
et al. is less than B*. To obtain a quantitative estimate of how the shock pressure falls 
off with decreasing angle, a hydrodynamic solution, valid up to the time at which the 
shoulder of the tip first enters the Camp B, can be obtained. This solution is a self
similar, potential solution satisfying the axial and radial momentum equations and 
continuity, with boundary conditions that there is no flow through the advancing tip of 
the rod and the velocity and pressure behind the shock satisfy the 
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shock jump conditions. As usual with self similar solutions, the moment of first contact 
of the tip with the Camp B is a singular point of the solution. The solution applies fort > 
0. Further, constant density is assumed between the shock and the tip when integrating 
the radial momentum equation to obtain the pressure at the tip wall. Shocks of interest 
are strong enough to place the flow field on that portion of the P-v Hugoniot curve 
where density no longer changes much with increasing pressure, so this assumption 
seems justified. The penetration velocity of the tip is taken to be reduced from the initial 
rod velocity by a shock propagating back into the steel. The strength of this shock is 
fixed by the flow field pressure on the tip wall, which is higher than the shock pressure 
in the Camp B. Details are in appendix A. 

How the shock pressure and wall pressure vary, according to this solution, as the 
nose angle decreases is shown in figure 2. How the initial rod velocity must vary to give 
the same shock strength in the Camp B as the tip becomes more pointed is shown in 
figure 3. The reference point is the 90 degree value quoted by Roslund et al. for half
inch diameter, flat nosed rods. Also shown is an analog of (d/X ) = constant, whem d 

run 

is replaced by twice the slant height of the tip. A rationalization for this is that the 
expansion generated when the shoulder contacts the Camp B, must propagate ap
proximately this distance before the entire shock region is affected. The two data points 
from Roslund are shown at 60 and 50 degree angles. Both curves are close together in 
this large angle region and the two data points sort of straddle the curves. Either cu1-ve 
leads to the conclusion that the shock pressure generated in the explosive US' ng 
pointed rods is essentially the same as that for the flat nosed rods, even though the 
pointed rods have much higher velocity. 

In summary, the Camp B data is not very consistent. Especially unusual is Held's 
data, which show Camp B to be much more sensitive than data of later researche,rs. 
Aluminum rod data demonstrates that the threshold velocity is determined by the ne,ed 
to reach a certain pressure in the explosive, which, of course, means (d/X ) will not 

run 

change when different materials are used for the impactor. This result was known 
previously. Howe (ref 14) cites data by Brown and Whitbread showing that the same 
shock pressure is required for a given size rod, independent of rod material. ThBre 
appears to be disagreement with the PBX 9404 computer simulations of Mader and 
Plimbly, which show different pressures for different materials, although the simulations 
threat a significantly higher pressure regime. Superposed upon all these considerations 
is the great sensitivity of the impact shock to impactor shape. A strongly pointed rod 
might require greater than 5 km/sec to initiate Camp B via impact shock. The actual 
shape of the front of a jet seems to be an important variable, which has not received 
much attention as yet. 
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OTHER EXPLOSIVES 

Vigil (ref15) fired small jets (0.41 mm @ 5.4 km/sec up to 0.097 mm @ 6.5 km/ 

sec) into LX-13, PETN, PBX 9407, and tetryl. He found V2d correlated his results and 

that X2d could be plotted versus 

No physical justification was offered. He lists only one jet diameter for each explosive in 
his data, so not much analysis is possible. 

Mader and Pimbley (ref 6) present data on shaped charge jet initiation of PBX 
9502 obtained by Campbell. This data and derived quantities are shown in table 4. 
The impact pressures required for initiation are significantly larger than P CJ for both jet 

diameters. Durations are short compared to the time required for reaction in a 
propagating detonation (about 0.4 msec). In this sense, these results are analogous to 
the very small jet impact on Comb B by Chick. The smaller jet diameter (4 mm) is 40% 
of the PBX 9502 critical diameter, which is a larger fraction of d .

1 
than in Chick's experi-

cn 

ment. At these overdriven pressures, there is no meaning to X . so columns involving run 
this parameter are blank. V2d is an excellent correlation parameter between the two 

diameters as shown in table 4. The V
2
d does not seem to work, which again raises eq 

the question of whether these jets are round nosed or flat nosed. If the duration is 

computed as it the jets were flat nosed, then P sUit does just as well as V2d in relating 

the threshold at these two diameters. Until now, P sUit has not been found to work very 

well. One physical interpretation of this parameter is it represents the blast energy in 
the decaying impact shock for these greatly overdriven detonations. Then the situation 
has similarities to the point initiation of detonation in gases, which has a rich literature 
(ref 16). Events observed in gases are shown schematically in figure 4. Initially, the 
detonations are always overdriven, but the decay of the shock can lead to detonation or 
complete failure, depending on the amount of initial blast energy. Based on this anal
ogy, P 8 Uit would be the parameter which determines a threshold. Perhaps two distinct 

regimes of impact initiation, depending on whether the impact shock builds up to 
detonation or decays down to detonation, should be considered. However, recall that 
Campbell's PBX 9404 result also had impact pressure greater than P CJ' and it fit the 

deiXrun criterion well. Further experiments are needed to clarify this point. 
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GREEN'S MODEL 

Green (ref 17) has developed a theory for calculating threshold conditions when 
the rod is larger than the critical diameter of the explosive. In his model, an equivah3nt 
pressure is defined at distance x from the rod-explosive interface by 

where d is rod diameter and P
8 

is impact pressure. The run to detonation, X *, is run 
calculated from pop plots based on this pressure. This value of x is compared to a 
distance (x + h). Here h is the distance beyond x required for an expansion, originating 
at the edge of the shock when it is at location x, to reach within a critical radius of the 
axis. The edge of the shock is determined by d = d + 2x. He carries out an interactive eq 

procedure until Xrun * is less than or equal to (x + h) to determine threshold velocity. .An 

explicit relation for (d/Xrun) based on impact shock pressure, different from (d/Xrun *) 

based on P eq' can be written from this model (app B). 

{ 
3.5 + ~crit}(G- 1) 

d =GG d 
~ 4G-1 

where X is the pop plot run to detonation based on impact shock pressure and G is run 
the pressure exponent in the pop plot, viz, X PG =constant. For Camp B, G = 1.3134 run 
while for PBX 9404, G = 1.493. Thus for PBX 9404 

d 3.5 + -----a-
{ 

1.18 0.493 

x;;;; : 1.819 4.972 } 

with d in mm. The dependence on d is small. For example, if d = 1.27 mm, d/X = run 
1. 72, while for d = 17.75 mm, d/X = 1.54. These values are close to experimental run 
values listed in table 2 and the trend towards increasing values with smaller rod diame
ters exists in the data also. Values when this formula is applied to Camp B agree well 
with Moulard's data in table 3. The success of this formula shows, again, that relativ1aly 
simple geometry considerations and the pop plots can describe impact shock initiation 
reasonably well and the results show Green's criterion is equivalent to (d/Xrun) nearly 

constant, at least over the typical range of diameters. 
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RELATION TO 1-D EXPERIMENTS 

Flyer plate experiments produce a flow significantly different from projectile im-
pacts. However, it is instructive to relate X to the expansion from the rear of the flyer run 

along the same lines as has been done for the 2-0 impacts. Ramsay (ref 18) sug
gested a simplified treatment of this phenomena based on the same thinking as used so 
far to analyze projectile impacts. In a flyer plate experiment, the duration of pressure on 
the HE is set by the plate thickness. Call this duration t

1
. Up until this moment, the 

shock in the HE is running up to detonation as if hit by an infinite plate. At t
1 

an expan

sion in the HE races forward, and will eventually catch up to the shock, unless the 
growing rate of reaction intervenes. A simple minded approach is to calculate a time 
determined by the condition that the expansion just reaches the shock at the moment 
when the shock becomes a detonation. Thus a characteristic time of the process can 
be defined related to threshold conditions, viz, 

t + t = Xrun 
1 catchup Sshock 

which leads to 

tl = ~i Xru~2 --~---- ~ ~ 

[ 

(b- 1) - b U; J 
(Sshock) U· U· 

1 + (b - 1) "'---'-- - b ("'--~-) 
~shock ~shock 

with U. the interface velocity after collision and X the run to detonation. Results are 
1 run 

plotted in figure 5 using data from the LLNL Explosives Handbook (ref 19), which is why 
only a limited range of pressures are shown. As can be seen, this simple formula gives 
correct order of magnitude, but does not reproduce P sUit= 1.84 for Camp B. However, 

it works better for PBX 9404. At least this picture is able to give reasonable estimates 
of initiation requirements and so lends support to the attempt to apply this thinking to 
projectile impact. 

Huang et al. (ref 11) also included 1-0 flyer plate calculations in their paper. They 
do not obtain a constant P sUit value for Camp B, as is found from experiment, and, in 

fact, their P sUit values are about 5 to 7 times to large compared to experiment (note that 

the "Put" they show in their table does not use the explosive-impactor interface velocity 
as is normally used in correlating experiments, and when the proper P sUit is calculated, 

it is significantly larger than the experiment value). Their computer calculation does not 
indicate Camp B to be nearly as sensitive as experiments show. One could expect the 
Forest Fire model could be made to work well in this situation. It is not clear why the 
calculations did not produce the correct result. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Data in the literature describing projectile impact on bare explosives, does not 
present a completely consistent pattern of results. Collectively, there is no reason to 

expect the V
2
d is really an independent correlation parameter. Another parameter, that 

does have a reasonable physical justification, is (d /X ) which loosely relates the size 
eq run 

of the flow field to the distance required for detonation to be obtained. In particular, 1this 
parameter implies there is a threshold impact shock pressure, which depends on the 
(effective) rod diameter, for each explosive. Almost all data from the literature can be 
successfully interpretated with this idea. The close relationship between all the impact 

variables makes it hard to sort out various parameters. For example, sometimes V2d is 
proportional to d/Xrun due to the fact that "V" is approximately proportional to 1 /Xrun· The 

relationships between impact pressures and "V" for a copper rod impacting Camp B and 
PBX 9404 are approximately: 

P 
8 

= 6.6208[ V2 l0 '
6975 for Camp B 

P 
8 

= 6.627351 V2
[
0 6933 for PBX 9404. 

Their respective pop plots are: . 

X P
13134 

= 111.47 for Camp B run 

X P1493 = 46.93 for PBX 9404. run 

Thus 

V2 = 11 .40 ~1~ for Camp B 
( )

1.092 

X run 

( )

0.9661 

V
2 

= 2.7873 X~n for PBX 9404. 
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Clearly V2 and (1/X ) have the same behavior. The same holds true if an aluminum run 
rod is considered, viz, 

( )

1.19 

V
2 = 20.732 ~un for Comp S 

However, such a relationship is not universal. For TATS 

(
. )0.5322 

V
2 

= 4.8546 X~un 

and V2d is no longer proportional to (d/X ). Data for TATS only exists for the case run 
where P s is greater the P cJ· As has been discussed, it is possible that this case has a 

different criterion than the case where P s is less than P cJ· At any rate P 8 Uit or V
2
d 

correlates the high pressure results satisfactorily and (d/Xrun) fails. Data on TATS, 

using much larger impactors, is needed to resolve this question. Further support for 

d/X as correlation parameter also comes from Green's fairly successful theory. The run 
derivation of an explicit expression of Green's criterion for threshold impact velocity 
shows his criteria is close to (d/X ) = constant. However, it is obvious that an airtight run 
argument for the use of this parameter cannot currently be made. 

The various attempts at computer simulation of impact phenomena, while having a 
reasonable appearance, do not always give satisfying agreement with experimental 
results. This situation is unexpected, since the burning rate laws in these calculations 
are derived from shock impact experiments which differ from the projectile impact 
conditions, primarily in the duration of the shock loading. One would expect then to 
work. Some simulations have been successful. 

There is scarce data on bow shock initiation. Chick (ref 11) has stated that the 
penetration rate in the explosive must be supersonic for initiation. Some of the data 
show penetration velocities can be fairly slow. The bow shock may be very weak at 
these transonic velocities. The actual strength is quite sensitive to Hugoniot 
parameters, so untit a set of constants is universally accepted, there is some question 

as to what the bow shock pressure really is. Correlating the results using (d/X ) where run 
Xrun is based on stagnation pressure, has a similar degree of spread as using V~d. 

Note that using stagnation pressure leads to 

( )

0.7614 

V~ - constant X~u~ 
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so there is no reason to expect both parameters to work equally well. The d, in the case 
of bow shock initiation, should be the diameter of the penetration cavity. Values of the 
constant needed for calculating cavity diameter from the jet diameter are not readily 
available. The data base is currently too meager to strongly support any correlation. 

An obvious, distinguishing feature for the smallest jet, which could not produce 
impact initiation, is the exceedingly short duration of the shock, short compared to the 
duration of the reaction zone in a propagating detonation. This jet also had a diame,ter 
much less than the critical diameter. 

Campbell's shaped charge jet results indicate his jets compare with round nosed 
rods, rather than flat nosed rods, with the exception of PBX 9502 data, which appears 
flat nosed. Round nosed rods are roughly equivalent to a flat nosed rod which is only 
1/3 their diameter (actual fraction depends on the actual diameter) and so this is a 
significant effect. This raises the possibility that shaped charge jets may have large 
nose effects dependent on charge design or experiment setup. Previously, no con
sideration of this possibility has been discussed. This fact suggests a significant safety 
factor is needed when addressing threshold conditions for shaped charge initiation of 
explosives. 
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Table 1. Comparison of computer simulations with usual estimating formulas 

V/R Impactor Target Psc/PH psta/5rV~ tc/(R/Si) tc/(R/St) P c/·5rV~ Ui/UiH Vp /Vph c y ......_ 

15/5 steel rod steel 1.05 1 . 11 0.9 0.9 1.11 1.0 

6.4/5 tantalum rod steel 1.09 1.02 0.653 1.0 1.16 0.977 

6.4/5 tantalum rod water 1.54 1.2 0.478 1 .1 1.03 1.02 

6.0/6.5 steel rod Comp B (off) 1.02 0.988 0.527 0.89 0.95 1.16 

6.0/6.5 steel rod Comp B (on) 0.916 1.28 2.05 0.95 1.14 

2.0/6.5 steel rod (sub) Comp B (off) 1.28 0.987 0.622 0.75 1.19 1.0 

2.0/6.5 steel rod (sub) Comp B (on) 1.4 3.27 18.44 1.08 0.748 
...... 
(J"1 

1.2/6.5 steel ball (sub) PBX 9404 (on) 1.0 6.11 0.44-0.75 1.0 22.2 0.971 0.467 

1.0/6.5 steel ball (sub) PBX 9404 (on) 0.89 2.35 0.50-0.75 1.0 32 0.898 0.905 

NOTES: 

Computer simulation without reaction indicated by "(off)". 

Computer simulation values denoted by ( )c. 

Impactor values denoted by ( )i. 

Target values denoted by ( )t. 

Subsonic indicated by "(sub)". 



Table 2. PBX 9-404 compilatiOn 

V2d v'd.,. up·· pirag 
R R Material rV2d rVzdea R v Type Ui Ps Req t,./t·nd t PsUt xrJn d/Xrun deo/Xrun d/dcr•: u;; P,""' U• D; 

hhl et al. (ref 2) 
0.635 2.2 flat rod 1.732 19.5 104/ 3.51 615 6.15 0.577 2.28 228 1 08 steel 48.5 48.5 
0.889 1.62 flat rod 1.305 12.5 170/ 2.78 4.67 4.67 1.07 1.66 1.66 1.51 steel 36.8 36.8. 
1.778 1.13 flat rod 0.932 7.62 .3S5/ 2.59 4.54 4 54 2.26 1.57 157 301 steel 358 35.8 
3.81 0.75 flat rod 0.632 4.44 .800/ 2.24 4.29 4.29 5.06 1.51 1.51 6.46 steel 33.8 338 
5.08 0.65 flat rod 0.551 3.7 1.07/ 2.18 4.29 4.29 6.67 1.52 1.52 8 61 steel 33.8 33.8 
9.525 0.5 flat rod 0.428 2.66 2.03/ 2.31 4.76 4 76 10.89 1.75 175 1614 steel 37.6 37 6 
2.2225 1.95 rnd rod 1.55 16.33 0.716 /.186 4.71 16.9 5.45 0.724 6.14 1.98 3.77 steel 1333 43 
2.54 1.7 rnd rod 1 365 13.42 0.77 /.214 3.92 14.7 4.45 0.971 5.23 1.59 4.31 steel 116 35.1 
3.81 153 rnd rod 1.238 11.55 1.1 /.328 4.69 17.84 5.15 1.21 6.3 1.82 6.46 steel 140.8 40 6 
5.72 1.21 rnd rod 0.994 8.35 1.37 /.417 3.46 16.75 4.01 1 97 5.81 139 969 /.945 0822 6.05 4.7 steel 132.2 31.6 
6.35 116 rnd rod 0.9555 7.88 1.47 /.448 3.37 17.09 3.96 2.15 59 1.37 10 76 /.900 0.745 7 4.69 steel 1348 31.2 
8.89 1 04 rnd rod 0.862 6.8 1.87 1.575 3.37 1923 4.05 2.68 6.63 1.4 15 07 .'.792 0.578 11.22 5.14 steel 151.7 32 
Rice (ref 4) 
6.5 1.125 ball 0.928 7.56 1.46 /448 3.14 16.45 3.7 2.29 5.68 128 11 07 ; 869 0.694 7.48 4.51 steel 129.8 29.2 

~ Campbell (ref 6) 
0'\ 1 2.83 jet 2.18 28.4 0 372 1421.0782 8.7914.84 16.0 5.96 0.317' 6.31 2.35 169 copper 142.8 53.2 

Bahl et at calculations 
1.525 1.5 flat rod 6.68 

2.4 104 flat rod 5.19 steel 
3.645 0.83 flat rod 502 steel 
6.925 0.57 flat rod 4.5 steel 
3.55 1.44 rnd rod 0.99 14.7 4.1 steel 
5.75 107 rnd rod 1 38 13 17 3.16 steel 
Mader et a!. calculations (ref 6) 
1 2.5 flat rod 1.946 23.48 .1531 6.99 12.5 0.422 4.74 copper 111.6 111.6 
2 2 flat rod 1.583 16.88 345; 9.22 16 0.69 5.8 copper 142.8 142.8 
1 6 llat rod 3.448 61.53 .1031 21.85 72 aluminum 200.4 200 4 
2 4 flat rod 2.399 33.13 2671 21.22 64 252. 1587 aluminum 178.2 178.2 
2 6 flat rod 2.709 29.73 295/ 23.76 144 296. 1351 water 143.7 143.7 

NOTES 
tduration given for flat nosed and round nosed as reqUired. 
·indicates extrapolated values X,",P 1.493 = 46.93 

.. velocity calculated from u = 8975Uo+.141 frt to data in ref 4. 
P CJ = 37 5 for PBX 9404 



Table 3. Comp B compilation 

V2d V2d xn;n d!X deiXrun did"''' Up pbow p u,., R P U R xn;n d/Xrun U~d w U~d rV2d rV?deq R v Type Ui Ps Req fuallrnd PsUI run stag u;-;; s<ag rei u;:; Material eq rei - - - -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -
Held Comp B (63-36) (ref 9) r = 1.72 
0.625 2.11 jet 1.663 18.4 0.195 .097/.045 2.97/1.38 5.57 1.74 2.44 0.512 0.16 0.3125 copper 49.8 15.5 
0.94 1.732 jet 1.381 13.9 0.267 .161/.068 3.09/1.31 5.64 1.6 3.51 0.536 0.152 0.47 copper 50.3 14.3 
1.87 1.31 jet 1.06 9.5 0.456 .3591.131 3.61/1.31 6.42 1.565 5.79 0.646 0 158 0935 copper 57.3 14 
2.875 1 jet 0.8211 6.68 0.595 .608/.188 3.33/1.03 5.75 1.19 9.22 0.625 0.129 1.4375 copper 51.3 10.6 

Moulard ISL Comp B (65-35) (ref 8) r = 1.72 .. 2.5 1.88 flat rod 1.495 15.65 .411/ 9.62 17.67 3.01 1.66 1.25 steel 139.4 
5 1.18 flat rod 0.965 8.33 .996/ 8 13.92 6.88 1.45 2.5 steel 109.9 
7.5 0.924 flat rod 0.764 6.07 1.57/ 7.28 12.8 10.45 1.44 3.75 steel 101 
7.5 1.11 flat rod 0.75 5.92 1.28/ 5.68 18.5 10.79 1.39 3.75 aluminum 51.6 

Roslund Comp B (60·40) (ref 3) 
6.35 0.896 flat rod 0.742 5.84 10.2 11 1.16 steel 80.5 

Campbell Comp 83 (60-40) (ref 6) 
1 38 jet 2.876 43.8 0.394 .113/.0658 8.29/14 2 29 11.4 05 copper 258.8 101.7 

Chick Aus. Comp B (45-55) (refs 10 and 11) r = 1.65 
0.75 3.2 jet 2.45 33.7 0.278 .094/.0515 7.7614 25 15.4 5.7 0.375 copper 137.4 
0.375 6 jet 4.43 91 .1 0.169 .031/.021 12.5/8.47 27.4 12.3 did not Impact Initiate 0.1875 4.2 4.03 14 55 364 0.103 5.46 3.31 0.227 13.2 39.5 copper 244.5 
0.75 5.2 jet no impact 40.6 3.64 1.65 10.93 3.35 0.22..1 8.91 4.82 0.311 19.5 59.2 copper 362.3 
1.25 5.4 jet no impact 72.9 3.05 subsonic 7.67 0.41 9.59 7.67 0.326 22.5 38.8 aluminum 203 
1.5 3.6 jet no impact 38.9 2.52 subsonic 5.24 0.6 7.92 12.66 0.237 18.75 56.9 copper 347.1 

Huang ~tal. calculations (erf 12) r = 1.715 
2.5 1.4 flat rod 1.163 928 .537/ 5.81 9.8 4.8 1.04 5 steel 77.6 
4 1 flat rod 0.8455 5.886 .831/ 4.14/ 8 8.04 0.995 8 steel 63.3 
5 0.9 flat rod 0.765 5.13 1.045/ 3.93/ 8.1 9.4 1.06 10 steel 64.1 
6 0.8 flat rod 0.683 4.4 1.2621 3.79/ 7.68 11.19 1.07 12 steel 608 
7.5 0.7 flat rod 0.601 3.71 1.59/ 3.551 5.4 13.57 0.884 14 steel 42.8 
9 0.6 flat rod 0.518 3.06 1.913/ 3.03/ 6.48 16.89 1.07 18 steel 51.3 

NOTES: 
X P1 3134 = 111.47 except tor Huang el al. Xrun P' '

34 
= 60.034. run 

"no impact" cases used a cover plate to absorb the impact shock. 
S = 3.08 + 2.01 U (rei 5) except lor Huang et al. S = 2.47 + 1.88U. 

PCJ = 29.51or Camp B. 
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Table 4. PBX 9502 compilation 

R v Type Ui 

campbell PBX-9502 (rei 6) 
2.98 4.47 jet (failed) 3.345 
2.96 4.52 jet (failed) 3.38 
2.94 4.59 jet (del) 3.43 
2.92 4.65 jet (del) 3.472 
2.075 4.94 jet (failed) 3.675 
1.975 5.55 jet (failed) 4.099 
1.975 5.56 jel (failed) 4.107 
1.9 5.81 jel (del) 4.281 
1.925 5.93 jel (del) 4.364 

NOTES: 
P CJ = 28.5 lor PBX 9502. 

S = 3.26 + 1.68U. 
X P32258 = 30469.54 

run 

Ps 

56.3 
57.3 
58.7 
59.8 
65.7 
78.9 
79.1 
84.4 
87.6 

Req 

1.34 
1.34 
1.33 
1.33 
0.962 
0.948 
0.948 
0.923 
0.941 

.. 

1nal1rnd 

.331(220 

.326/.217 

.194/.137 

.1821.130 

19 

P5 U,t V2d 

64.1/42.6 121 
65.6/43.7 124 

63/44.5 122 
66.1/47.2 . 128 

V2d eq 

54.8 
56 

58.6 
62.3 

X run d!X . run d""/X,un 

c:: ~ 

d/dcnt 

0.658 
0.653 

0.439 
0.422 

Up pbow 

3.09 subsonic 
3.14 subsonic 

3.8 2.32 
3.98 "3.23 

Pstag 

9.05 
9.35 

13.69 
15.02 

U,el 

3.5 
3.55 

R 
u; 

0.958 
0.936 

0.564 
0.535 

R X p stag u,el u; run 

26.8 
27.5 

27 
28.5 

25 
22.5 

6.58 
4.88 

d/Xrun 

0.237 
0.261 

0.6 
0.78 

U2 d p 

56.5 
58 

57 
60.2 

rr u2 d p Material 

copper 
copper 
copper 
copper 
copper 
copper 
copper 
copper 
copper 
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Figure 1. Impact of a round nosed rod 
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SYMBOLS 

d Impactor diameter 

d. 
cnt 

Explosive critical diameter 

Detonation pressure 

Peak Impact pressure 

p 
stag 

Stagnation pressure 

R Impactor radius 

R 
eq 

Impactor radius corrected for shape effects 

r Density 

s Shock speed 

t Duration 

u 
bow 

Particle velocity behind a bow shock 

U. 
I 

Interface velocity 

v Initial impactor free flight velocity 

Penetration velocity 

X 
run 

Distance to detonation from "Pop" plots 
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APPENDIX A 

A HYDRODYNAMIC SOLUTION FOR POINTED ROD IMPACT 
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The problem is to find the flow field between the shock and the 
advancing body (fig. A-1 ). Assume the flow· is in viscid and 
incompressible so the continunity and momentum equations are 

In any cross section, A-A (fig. A-2), the body appears to have radial 
velocity 

Up= Vsin B 

while the actual particle velocity of a point on the body has 
components: 

Up,= [U ~b = V sin B cos B 

UP.= [U ~b = V sin~ 

If Uz is considered constant, then moving A-A at this velocity 
reduces the problem to one of radial, unsteady flow. The phase 
velocity in the plane of the moving section is now 

UP = (V - U z ) tan B ;;:: V sin B cos B 

Physical intuition suggests that, when looking in the section A-A, the 
relationship between the shock position and the body position should 
not change; the body is always at a certain fraction of the shock 
radius. Then the dimensionless radius should be defined by referring 
to the current shock radius, viz 

r 
f==-

St 

where S is the phase velocity of the shock as seen m A-A and t is 
the time since impact began. 
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The simplist flow which would have an appearence as in fig. A-2 is a 
source flow. Let 

where Ur IS referenced to laboratory coordinates. On the body, 
where 

so 

or 

Shock Boundary Condition 

If the true velocity of the shock is S, then the velocity components 
relative to the section A-A (denoted by SR ) are 

S R = S sin Q - U z 
I 

sR = s cos n 
r 

where n is the shock angle (in laboratory coordinates). The radial 
phase velocity of the shock in section A-A is given by 

- SR J 2 2 S = - 0 where S R = S R + S R 
COS z r 

s sin n- u z 
and tan 0 = s n cos 

with 0 as the angle of the apparent shock velocity relative to A-A. 
Similarly, the particle velocity behind the shock in the section A-A 1s 

U sAA= ,j(U ~s Oj
2
+ {U sSin n-Ul cos 0 

where Us is the absolute particle velocity behind the shock i.e. 
S = a + b Us is the Shock Hugoniot. This must be the velocity given 
by the solution, which is 
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so that 

The particle velocity in the axial direction equals the axial velocity of 
section A-A by the assumption that U2 is constant: 

U 5 sin Q = U z= 

These can be combined to gtve 

~ [ 2 2 ( U s}2lo..s 
u pup= us s cos n Ieos n) + sin n 1 - s j (1) 

Body Boundary Condition 

At the body, there is no flow through the wall, but, there can be 
slip because of the inviscid assumption. Let the direction of the 
particle velocity at the wall be given by Y (fig. A-3). Then in section 
A-A 

u M =~cos (v- (90°- a))= up 

while 

where ii is the magnitude of the particle velocity at the wall. 
Let the normal velocity of the wall be denoted by Uw so that 
U w = V sin B. Then ii sinY = Uw. With these, the condition of no flov.· 
through the wall becomes 

u .= v (I -::~ ~ sin(Y- (90°- a))) tan B (2) 

Equations (1) and (2) can be combined to gtve 
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tan n J . sin 8 S-a} [ ( a )
2 

2.....]
05 

( ( )) Vcosil\1-smilUw b tan8=S 1+ Sb tanu tan Y- 90o-8 

The shock angle can be retrieved from the particle velocity 
components at the shock: 

Us U ~wysin(Y-{90°-8)) 
. n • z Sin 

Sin ~" =- = - = -----:-=----:----
Us Us (s ~a) 

since Uz is uniform. 

(3 ). 

(4) 

With equations (3) and (4) one can find the shock velocity for any 
assumed value of 0. There exists a value of Q , Q*, which gives a 
minimum in shock velocity for given rod velocity and tip angle. 
Again, by physical intuition, it is assumed that Q* is the value which 
will actually occur. This "minimum shock pressure assumption" is an 
additional assumption which must be envoked to give a unique 
solution. 

Pressure on the Body 

The radial momentum equation is integrated to obtain the 
pressure on the wall. Thus, if the density is assumed constant for the 
integation, 

(
- - c 1) P=-qc Slnr+-- +K 

2 -2 
r 

(5) 

At the shock ( ; = 1 ) 

or 

where q0 is the initial density (q is the value after the shock, which 
is assumed constant for the integration). Manipulation of the 
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kinematic condition at the shock can be used to replace the 
expression in brackets to give 

also, 

are needed to evaluate pressure using equation 5. 
The position of the wall can be found from 

This wall pressure drives a shock into the rod whose first order 
effect is to slow the velocity of the rod relative to the target 
explosive. That is, V in this development, is related to the original 
velocity of the rod, V0 , through the shock jump conditions in the rod 
necessary to give a pressure equal to the wall pre!:.sure from the flow 
field. A simple iterative procedure can be used to find the correct 
shock strength in the rod which produces V such that the flow field 
pressure on the wall matches that produced by the shock. No 
deformation of the rod is considered in this approximation. 
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List of Symbols 

a,b constants in the shock Hugoniot S = a + b Us 
q density 
S shock velocity 
U particle velocity 
Us velocity induced by the shock 
Uw velocity normal to wall = ii sin Y = V sin B 
u magnitude of particle velocity at the wall 
V impactor velocity (shock in impactor reduces 

velocity from initial free flight value without 
changing nose angle) 

Y angle between wal1 and particle velocity at 
walJ 

B nose half angle 
0 angle between shock velocity relative to 

section A-A (laboratory S minus z velocity 
of A-A) and the normal to the collision 
centerline 

0 shock angle 
0* shock angle which gtves mtmmum shock 

pressure 

n value as seen In a cross section view 
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v (3 
~ 

Figure A-1. Nose angle 

shock 

Figure A-2. Velocities seen in cross section A-A 
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Figure A-3. Wall velocity 
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APPENDIX B 

GREEN'S CRITERION 
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Green calculates an equivalent pressure as a function of the 
distance into the target as 

.(l 

and then defines X run= K P eq from the appropriate Pop plot. He 
assumes that at some point he has used up Xi of the Xrun :* (based on 
P eq). An expansion comes in from deq at 45°, which will cause 
failure of the detonation if it comes within 0.5 dcrit of the axis 
before the remaining xrun * is used up. The distance beyond Xj until 
the expansion hits 0.5 dcrit is § = 0.5(dcq - d crit ). By the 
geometry of the 45° lines, deq= 0.5(dcq +2Xi -dcrit). The threshold 
condition is thus 

If a solution exists for this expression when the "!" is replaced by 
then Green's criterion is met. 

Define 

.(l d-d. 

,._, 

K Ps ~-2 all 

If then one always has a solution, as shown in figure 
8-1, since > G 1 I for all usual explosives. The minimum impacting 
velocity is associated with the highest possible value for Xrun0 

(based on Ps ). _This minimum condition is illustrated in figure 8-2. The 

solution point, xi, occurs where 
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which can be manipulated to give 

X where runo is the runup distance based on Ps (the impact shock 
pressure). 
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Xj 

Figure B-1. General case 

as high as 
possible 

x· I 

curves are 

tangent 

this gives the minimum 
impact velocity 

Xj 

Figure B-2. Limiting case 
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